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Hiroaki Samura's latest Blade of the Immortal volume finds Manji and Rin recovering from their

harrowing escape out of Edo's underground prisons and finally confronting their odd relationship.

DÃƒÂ¶a and Isaku have something important to announce when Anotsu and the Itto-ryu reunite

with their missing members, and Habaki Kagimura faces a death sentence! To atone for his failures

and sins, Kagimura has one month to destroy Anotsu and his crew -- or Kagimura must commit

suicide. With his Mugai-ryu assassins disbanded, Kagimura enlists even stranger felons than

before, creating the frightening, new Rokki-dan gang. With his colorful cast expanding, Samura's

knack for creating memorable characters and his masterful ability to dovetail multiple plot lines into

each other are evident in this new volume, which also packs a powerful surprise ending! * Hiroaki

Samura is the creator of the enchanting Ohikkoshi manga anthology -- also published by Dark

Horse Manga!
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Some volumes ago, Anotsu told his Itto Ryu partners that they should all gather on winter to their

final strike.In this volume, the winter comes! And Anotsu and Makie share some poetic and beautiful



intimacy.This is the last story arc for the series and it gets better every page turned.Hiroaki Samura

is a master storyteller, one of the most tallented pencilers ever and knows how to tell a story.In

Blade we have visceral and crude violence, passion, poetry, love, humor and tragedies, all wrapped

up in a story that will be talked about in generations to come as one the best, if not the best, comic

book-manga series ever!And the art! What to say about the art?! Samura's art is more detailed, finer

and more beautiful than ever.I'm a brazilian fan, I used to buy the brazilian editions but the publisher

here stopped the series when we catch up with the japanese and until now (more than 3 years), no

Blade. So I decided to buy the Dark Horse volumes (not only the ones I hadn't read, but all of them).

A thumb up also to  for the great prices (even though the shipping could be a little cheaper). And it

was a great deal!If you are sinning, not reading this series, give it a try. YOU WON'T REGREAT!It's

simply the best! A 37 year-old and 26 years been a comic reader, collector and fan have said.

In the Afternoon magazine releases, Samura appears to have reached the final battleground, if not

all of the principal characters arrived. This Dark Horse issue has many of the players in movement

towards that end, and one positively horrific/terrific sacrifice intended to speed a key player along.

Meanwhile, Anotsu has planned some unspeakable surprise, leaving the reader to suffer in

anticipation till the next book. Additionally, humorous tidbits are scattered throughout - not least of

which are three cartoons, featuring Samura, his two assistants, and their editor.

My guilty pleasure. This ultra violent tale of revenge and redemption has kept me coming back year

after year. This is a year or so worth of comics put into one volume. The story of Manji, a ronin

criminal that starts a quest to atone for his sins by killing 1,000 evil men. Aided by a nun's potion

consisting of magic worms that keep him from dying and the help of a young girl named Rin,

together they're on the trail for the killer of Rin's father. It is a very well told story through excellent

writing and exciting illustration. This is Volume 23 in the series.

The saga of Manji continues.

Great Condition

A good book. Everyone at some point has to find out where they stand.And find out what they want.

This book shows that. Perhaps I'm reading to much into it.



Excellent as always

A+++
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